Inspection Report (en-route)
Motor Transport Workers Act, 1935

Place of inspection: Near Municipal Office, Ichapuram
AP 30 X 4849
Nature of the Vehicle: Passenger Bus
Labala Samantakam, 1070 Lakshyanamilli
DIN: 41-17-18, Hanamkonda

Manager with address: Shri K. Chadam Rao, Conductor, APR 305972012, 10.45

Date: 29/5/15

1. Whether Initial Certificate is produced? Yes
2. Whether M.T. Regn. No. is marked on both sides of the vehicle? No
3. Whether Identity Card/Badge is issued to the driver? Yes
4. Whether Uniforms are provided to the worker? No
5. What is First Aid Box filled in the vehicle with medicines and first aid? No
6. Whether Appointments for遊戲 are given to the worker? No

\[\text{Signature of the Inspector:}\]

\[\text{Motor Transport Officer:}\]